The call for applications for the next round of the PARR Program is expected to be announced in late 2015. For more information and updates, please visit the PARR website, http://start.org/programs/parr-fellowship-program.
The Pan-Asia Risk Reduction (PARR) Fellowship Program offers unique research, training and educational opportunities to Asian researchers, practitioners, and policy makers to enhance their capabilities for advancing and applying knowledge on critical issues of global environmental change and risk reduction in the Asia-Pacific. The Program establishes a knowledge to action network of people and institutions capable of developing and implementing innovative approaches to planning and action at local, national, and regional levels.

The PARR Fellowship Program includes two types of Fellowships:

- **PARR Research Fellows** are matched with a mentor at a Host Institution where they carry out individually designed risk reduction projects while also strengthening communication skills.

- **PARR Practice-Policy Fellows** are provided with a mixed experience of intensive training, interactions with a Policy Partner, and implementation of a risk reduction project that is integrated into the their everyday work.

The inaugural round of the PARR Fellowship Program combined the PARR Research and Practice-Policy Fellows into two-person teams for a six-month Fellowship experience, including one-month at a Host Institution. The theme of the 2014 PARR Fellowship Program was urban disaster risk and vulnerability under global environmental change.
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/uni25B7 PARR Research Fellows are matched with a mentor at a Host Institution where they carry out individually designed risk reduction projects while also strengthening communication skills.

/uni25B7 PARR Practice-Policy Fellows are provided with a mixed experience of intensive training, interactions with a Policy Partner, and implementation of a risk reduction project that is integrated into their everyday work.

The Fellowship has provided the Fellows with an extensive opportunity to examine risk reduction concerns and issues from multiple perspectives -- from those renowned for their expertise in developing theories and approaches field of risk reduction, from practitioners and decision-makers who have tested models of risk reduction, and from communities who live with risks (ie indigenous peoples of Taiwan).

What sets this opportunity apart is having the privilege of time to study, witness the practice, engage in discussions in the spirit of solidarity and genuine intent to complement each others’ work from a range of perspectives. This is Fellowship.

- Jessica Dator-Bercilla, Manila Observatory, Fellowship at NCDR (Taiwan)
The inaugural round of the PARR Fellowship Program combined the PARR Research and Practice-Policy Fellows into two-person teams for a six-month Fellowship experience, including one-month at a Host Institution. The theme of the 2014 PARR Fellowship Program was urban disaster risk and vulnerability under global environmental change.

**Highlights**

- Thirteen Fellowships awarded from seven countries throughout Asia.
- Fellowship residencies at Host Institutions in the Philippines (2), Japan, and Taiwan.
- Inception Meeting to introduce Fellows, meet Host institutions, and begin to build a collaborative network.
- Competitive call for proposals for four Fellows to pursue follow-on project grants for exploratory research, trainings, or workshops.
- Culmination conference to share experiences and learning outcomes and develop further collaborations.
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